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l~IGH POWER LINEAR ACCELERATORS FOR TRITTUM

PRODUCTION AND TRANSMUTATION OF NUCLEAR WASTE.”

G. P. LAWRENCE

Accelcru\or Technology Division, La Alamos NaIhnal Ldord.oq, la AIMWS, Ntw Muico 87545, USA

Proton linacs driving high-flux spa.llahon ncumn sources are being consldr.red for

transmutation of nuclear waste and production of tritium. Advances in high-current

Iinac technology have Imw-ideda basis for the development of credible designs for the

required accelemtor, which has a nomimu 1.6GeV energy, and a 250mA cw current .

A beiun wi~htiese pa.mmaem incident on a liquid lext-bismmh (Pb-Bi) target can

generate a themml neutron flux of up to 5 K 101’rdcm% in a cylimkcal blanket

surrounding the spallation source. This high flux can produce rnaum through the

6Li(n,o,)Tor jHe(n, ~)T reactions, or can bum long-lived actinides and fission products

from nuclear waste through capture and fission processes. l-nsome system scenarios,

waste actinldes and/or other fissiie materiais in the blanket can prcducc sufticierit

fission energy to power the accelerator

1. Introduction

Proton and deuteron accelerators driving high intensity neutron sowes have been

smdied for more than 40 years for fissile-fuel breeding, fuel-elemen[ regeneration, and

:nergy production from fertile mn[erials, and to a lesser extent for rntium production

and nuclear waste burning (tmnsmuwtion).1-’ A common thread of all previously

ccmsidemd concepts is hi they employed a fast neuaw spectrum (103 - lW eV), and a

wluively low neutron flux d.isrnbuted over a large volume conversion region.

Although [he low price of uranium and the questiona~le future of comnwrcial nuclear

power hus eliminauxi near-term interest in electronuclear fuel production and

enrichment, tritium production and nuclear wuste tmnsmutaaon ate in a different

CiiLCgO1’y, Tlwy uddress criticul nationul needs that arc not dominated exclusively by

economic considerutmns.



Tntium, an impom.nt ingredient in nuclear weapons, decays at the rate of 5.5% per

year to ~Heand must be continuously replenished to maintain tt.e effectiveness of the

US nuclear defense. Los Abmos and Brookhaven recently proposed accelerator

production of rntium (AFI’)4~ to the DOE as a contingency production technology that

should be developed in case implementation of the TJew?roduction Reactor (INPR)

meets institutional obsracles. The APT design was sized for the same prduction

capacity as tie NPR, requiring a 1.6-GeV cw rf linac delivering a 25O-mA proton beam

to a target composed of a matrix of Pb and Li-Al pins. A 7590 plant availability w=

assumed. Each proton produces about 45 neutrons in the Pb by spallation and nuclear

evaporation, The neutrons praiuce rntium via the ‘Li(n, a)T reaction, and the tritium

is extmcted at intervals by chemical processing of the Li-Al pins, The elecrnc power

required to generate the 4CK)-MWproton beam is >900 M“We.The APT coilcept has

attractive environment, safety, and health features, since there is no fissile material in

the target. A comple[e reference design for rhe accelemmr, beam & ]sport, and targe[

was developed in 1989 and reviewed by the Energy Research Advisory Board

(ERAB). In their report to DOE$ the ER4B stated that the accelemtor design was

[eclmically sound and could be built after a suitable (levelopmen: program that would

include an integrated front-end cw high-power demonstration. They also noted that tie

requirement for a large block of electric power is a major concern.

2. Reference Accelerator Configuration

The Iinac design developed for AT can be taken as representative of the class of

machines needed for both tritium production and waste transmutation, although l~wer

currents than 25O-mA are indicated in some transmutation schemes, Figure I shows the

reference accelerator configumtion, which consists of u 2-km-lon~, 700-MHz. coupled-

cavity linac (CCL), injected at 20 MeV by a funneled beam-lalmching system, The Le:ull

Iuuncher is made up of two l(H}keV, !WO35(}MHz .-adiofrequency quadmpoles (RFQs)

providing 125-mA proton outputs at 2.5 MeV, and two 350-MHz DTLs ucccl:mring

beams to 20 McV. Table 1 summarizes [he principal parameters of the accelerator.

Reference 7 provides demils on parameter selection, beam dyrmmics consider~tions, :Iml

[he simultitions used to predict ben.mPerfomutnce. The AFr Iinuc was designed wi[hin :1

conservative fmmewmk, with the ovcr~ll philos~hy being thut tic low-~)ham !uuncher

should be optirmzcd 10prepm u Iow-emittm-wc,high current beam with little halo, Jnd

the CCL pa.mmc[crs should be selected to ussure Ycty low barn 10sswhile milintnining

high rfcfficiency.



3. Beam Dynamics

Initial (unoptimized) physics designs and parameter selections were workd out for

the separate se.ments of cheIinac using a uniform-charge ellipsoidal beam mcdel. A

complete end-twmd beam simulation was executed for this design using the code

PARMTEQ for the RFQ, PARMIIA for the DTL and funnel, and CCLDYN for the

CCL. The initial 75~particle disrnbution at the RFQ entn.nce was characterized by

matched Gaussians in the transverse p‘I~se-space planes. and zereenergy spread in the

longitudinal plane, A large mismatch was deliberately intrmiuced between the RFQ and

the DTL to provide a non-idealized calculation.

Although the average u.ment in the APT ~CL is very large, 250 times that of the

highest power existing linac (LAMPF), the charge per bunch is only 4.5 times greater in

AFT than in the LAMPF CCL, because the duty factor is 1.0 and every rf bucket

contains protons. This greater charge density is easily compensated by stronger

transverse focusing, achieved by a high quadruple linear density (4 times LAMPF).

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 which represents the 1.6-GeV output

distributions in x-y space and longitudinal phase space. The x-y plot also shows [he

beam pipe boundary and the AW - UIplot shows the longitudinal accept,nnce (sepamtrix).

In both transverse and longitudinal space the hrn occupies a much smaller region than

[he ticccptance. The CCL apertures were selected to provide M effective ratio of

acceptance aperture to rrns beam size ranging from 14 to 22, a much larger f~to~ than

has been used in lower pwcr Iinacs (6.3 for 1AMPF). S~mulations and extrapolations

from LAMPF opemting experience indicate that [his Iargc ratio will assu.mthe extremely

low fr~ctional beam losses needed (< 1x10s) to achieve “hands-on” maintenance of the

uxxlerator, an important criterion for operability. Because of tic high baun loading

(7H’%in the CCL) the large acceler~ting stmcture apmure has Iittlc effect on rf efficiency.

1Iigh-order deflecting modes in the accelemting stzucmm that might cause beam

breakup were investiguwd tmd found not to ~, iIproblem for AFT, Even though lhc

tsmrent is ltige iInd the uccelcrutor is long, [he particle ~ changes sufficiently fast that

coherent tnmsveme effects wmot not build up.



4. Machine Design

The low-~ beam law~cherdesign is very different from the front end of earlier-

genemtion linacs, and employs a decade’s advarlces in the technology of high-current

low-j3proton linacs. Thes~ advances, stimulated partly by the neumd particle lxam

(NPB) progmrn, include: 1) RFQs replacing high-voltage dc injectors to provide major

beam handling improvements in the first accelerating stage; 2) funneling\ ~hichprmits

current doubling with no em.ittancc penalty; 3) higher accelerating-structm frequencies

and strong focusing for transverse cmittance preservation; and 4) ramped accelerad.ng

gradients for longitudinal ernittance prese~ationm

The ion source choice is htween a multi-aperture duoPIGatron or an ECR source.

Both shculd be capable of producing the needed 140-mA current within the desired

ernittance, but need further development. Each RFQ carries 125 mA, but has been

conservatively designed for a current limit of 250 mA. With a vane geometry having a

constant radius of cu.waturc, a peak surface field of 33 MV/m is exptxtrd (1.8 Kilpatrick).

Each unit is driven by a single 1-MW 35&MHz cw klystron, Four qud.rupoles and two rf

bunchcrs match the RFQ output into the DTL.

The DTLs use a FODO focusing lattice of radiation-hard electromagnet (EM)

qud.rupoles in the drift tubes. A 2@ cell provides sufficient length for these quads, which

require a integmdG.dl of 2.94 T to give a (zero ct.mcnt) phase advance per ceil of 70°. Tile

DTLs arc configured in 5 tanks, each of which is d.riven by a 350-MHZ 1-MW klystron,

Permnncnr magnets were consciously uvoided in the design kcause of the potential for

neutron damage, Given [his decision, the mechanical limitations for a viable EM quad

constrained the upper frequency limit to ubout 4(K)MHz, leading to a natural fquency

choice of 350 MHz, where a commercially manufacture 1-MW cw klystron is available.

Funneling takes place at 20 McV, using a design similar to that tested recently in Los

Alnmos. The two 125-rnA, 350-MHz bunch m ; arc combined into a 250-mA, 700-MI Iz

bunch train that is then accclcmted by the CCL. EM quads are used except for two

Iocntions where geometrkml constmints intervene. While starting the CCL structure ~t us

low cutenergy as 20 MeV is unconventional, the overall rf efficiency penalty is minimal

bccuusc of the dominant effect of the high-o CC%; this choice allows elimination of u 700-

M}{zIXL which would need pemmnent magnets in the drift tubes,



The CCL is subdivided into 7 separate sections, each of which is made up of

sequences of larnce units. Each latdce unit is comrmsed of an mult.icell~oupled-cavity

accelemting module, a quadruple, and a barn diagnostic, with the numbr of coupled

cells increasing from 2 in the lowest-~ section to 10 in the highest-~ section. Figure 3

shows an 8-cell unit. Short tanks with a singlet FODO quadrupolc lattice provides high

focusing strength per unit length to keep the rms beam size srmal.1.The mnsversc phase

advance is held constant at 7@ px focusing pcrial. Cavity parameters are optimiti

within each of the CCL sections to maximize tie transit time. Cavity modules are bridged

together in numlxrs requiring 1-MW of rf input power per station. A new 1-MW cw 7Ml-

MHz klystron is needed for the CCL, which requires about 470 such tubes. Assuming a

kly:,tron dc-m-rf efficiency of 0.67, tie overall at-to-beam power efficiency is estimated as

about 0.47, The average “real-estate” accelerating gradient is 1 MV/m, a value near a broad

minimuxn in projected lifetime costs. The design is driven to this low gradient because of

the dominating effects of rf system capital and operating costs. Tkrmal calculations show

that the CCL stmctures can be easily cooled at this gradient in cw opctaion even at the

low-p end, where the stmcture-avemge gradient reaches 2.5 MV/m.

The CCL geometrical layout is similar to LAMPF, with features bmowed from the

design of the SNQ linac.a Ilc side-coupled Iinac is in a tunnel buried below 10-15 m of

e,mh shielding, Klystrons, magnet power supplies, and instrumentation arc Ioc:md in a

gallery above the Iinac that k accessible during operation. A non-acupaaon auxiliary tun-

nel alongside the Iinac allows shielding of mdiation-sensitive equipment that must be

located near the accelerator.

The &am is transported (in the inittal APT concept) to one of two alternate rntium

production targets by the high-energy beam mmsport sys[em pictured in Fig. 4. The

IIEBT includes an achromatic bend whose moment~rn bandwidth is N%, and tcrmimucs

in a nonlinear optical expander that produces a nearly uniform 4m x llm rcctanguhtr beam

distribution nt the target face.q

5. Accclerutor Technlcai Issues and Technology Base

Ihc mnjor tcchni( id concerns fc.ra high-power proton Iinuc ure: 1) beurr,-loss

nctiwttion of machine components, which ttutimens huncls-mtmuinhdmtbili[y; 2) nmchirtc

dtimnge from rmsdircction of the high-power Ixam; 3) improvcmcru of rf system efficiency



and reduction of tf-system unit capital costs; and 4) reliability and longevity of components

needed to achieve a 75% plant factor. Accelerator technology improvements and advances

in understzuiding of high-current beam behavior have provided much higher cordldence

than was possible in the late ’70s that a machine of the APT power level can b built and

operated. The reference design for APT addressca the technical issues point by poin~ and

includes end-to-end ~am simulations with “realistic” matching errors, a machine

configuration laycm~preliminary engineering analysis of critical components (DTL

quads), selection of components to match availability in the existing technology base

~klystrons, ion sources), an analysis of off-normal accelerator conditions and bea.rdtarget

safety ammgcments, and a cost and optirnizmion malel to confirm parameter choices. The

design codes have been benchmarked in the relevant energy and chargedensity regimes by

simulation of high-current behavior on the NW Accelerator Test Stand at LGSA.lames, and

by an end-to-end simulation of LAMPF1Othat contirms measured emittance values as well

as beam loss locations and rough magnitudes.

A number of accelerator systems have already operated at or near An-level parameter

values. A 267-MHz proton RFQ at CRNL has operated at 75 mA, CW. Peak (H-)

currents of lCKIrnA have betn demonstrated in a 7-MeV ramped-gradient 425-MHz DTL at

Los Alarnos, and an SO-mAcw D- DTL is being built as part of the NPB program. Beam

funneling in the relevant ~urrcnt and frequency range has been successfully demonstrated at

Los Alan-m. High power (0.5 -1.0 MW) cw klystrons am available at several

freq~encies, including 352 MHz, 5(XIMHz, and 10CK)MHz. Some have dc-tf efficiencies

close to 0.70, and manufacturers believe Ihat further efficiency improvements arc possible.

Experience with existing linacs that have operated for years with high availability as

multi-progmrn mearch factories has provided a wrong foundation for making

extrapolations to the AFT pcrfomrxmceregime. Decause of iLshigh average current,

operational experience at LA.h4PFis espitdly relevant particularly in addmsing the

impom.nt beam-loss issue. For most of the CCL length, LAM.PFbeam losses are

estimated to be <0.2 nPJm, and mdiation levels after shutdown are compatible with

unlimited-access hands-on maimenace at neariy all locations. Given the much larger

aperture-to-beiun-size mtio in the APT CCL and the higher quality input beam, we arc able

to pmjcct high confidence of contact muintinabili~ even though ttvemge currents are two

orders of mnytitude higher. h“.iyst.mnbm~cvity has also been addressed by LAMPF

opcmting statistics. Typtcd l~fetlmcof thr i ,25-MW peak-power 805-MHz klystrons (up
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to 12% duty factor) has been > 50,0Mt hours, with many tubes having operated for >

80,000 hours.

Even though the expanding technology base now provides high confidence in the

buildability of an AFT-class accelerator, a cw high power example does not e7dSL In order

to fu-rnlyestablish an engineering basis for the design, it will be necessary to carry ouc a

full-power cw front end demonstration, up to about 40 MeV.

6. Neutron Production and Applications

A 25&mA, 1.6-GcV proton beam incident on an appropriate spallation target

generates about 1P primary neutrons per second. After suitable moderation, these

ncutmns can be used in various target/blanket configurations to produce tritium through

the bLi(n,a)T or 3He@,y)T reactions, or to burn long-lived actinides and fission

products from nuclear waste through capture and f~s’on processes. Initial studies of a

lead-bismuth eutmic target surrounded by a cylindrical P a mcxieratcxshow that a

dwrrnal neutron flux> 2 x 1016nkm?-s is achievable in a r.-atively large useful working

region. previous accelerator-based transmutation schemes have required a fast neutron

spectrum in the conversion bkmket. With thermal neutron fluxes in the 1016n/cmZ-s

range (1(X)tires greater than in standard thermal reactor designs), significant technical

advances are ~ssible. The higher actinidcs (such as 237Np)are converted by neutron

capture to daughter products that are fissioned rapidly by a second neuuon interaction

before they cm decay to non-fissile isotopes. High fluxes of neutrons at thermal

energies (where cross sections are large) also permit rapid conversion of long-lived

fission prcducts such as WC and 1271to stable isotopes. These processes are shown

schematically in Fig. 5. Shorter-lived species, such as ‘Sr and l~7Cs,can also he

convertedat ratesfaster than their natural decay.

It is bccmirtg clear that the present plan for disposal of defense and commercial high-

kvel nuclear wa?(e, namely V-itilcation and long-term ( l& to 105 years) storage in

geologic reposimries, is mceung increasing and deepscated public skepticism and

resistance. Transmutation, while not eliminating the need for short-term storage sites, may

offer a wny out of this dilemma. Taken together with appropriate chemical processing,

there appearsto be good ptential that a small number of accelerator-driven thermal-ncuuon

transmutes could form the key ingredient in a waste-management system that can destroy
, ~~._~ I_...i A-r---- ..,”.,~. ,,~tk;mtirn~cral~qlike a human lifesrmn.



A transmutation concept currently being studied at Los Alamos consists of a 1.6-GeV,

250-mA proton &.arn incident vertically on a Pb-Bi target surrounded by a D@ moderated

blanke~ in which the material to be transmuted is carried in a dilute molten tluoride salt

solution. The salt flows continuously in a loop at high temperature, using technology

similar to that developd at ORNL years ago for the experimental molten salt reactor

program. Higher actinides or Pu in the salt multiply the spallation neutron flux, prcxiucing

sufficient fission power to run the accelerator. Advanced continuous flwmidechanicai

partitioning and processing mexkds appear to be capable of sepa.rmingstable pmchwts

from material that is recycled through the ua.nsmutfi. Twdimensiona.1 neumon transport

calculations for an unoptimized target-blanket geou~try show that a single 250-mA facility

could transmute waste actinides and fission products a[ a rate of 500 kg/year. Given

present inventory levels, accumulated wastes at defense production sites could be

convertul in 20 co 30 years. While these numbers show what can be done, this fmt

calcu.lational model is far from ideal, with almut 50% of the accelerator-prodxe.d neutrons

being absorbed in structural materials. Very general neutron economy argurnenrs applied

to similar systems show that the potential for performance optimization is large. If, for

example, a 13% neutron loss is assured (consistent with molten salt reactor experience),

then the beam current rquired to attain similar performance is much lower, and we could

expezt 5CN)kg/yr transmutation rates with a 3&nA accelerator.

Using this neutron economy picture, one can show that a single AFT-class accelerator

can burn the waste discharge of about eleven 1000 MWc light-water reactors while

providing enough power to run itsdf. [Jsing the high temperature molten salt concept,

overall thermal-elecrnc efficiencies of about 30% appear feasible, if the accelerator-driver

system is used to generate power from - or ~U fertile material fed and enough

neutrons wcldd be left over to bum the fission products made in this process. This last

concep! could eventually lead to a new regime Gfnuclear energy production with rn.in.imal

rcquirerncnts for

Q Work su~md by

Development fun&.

long-term radioactive waste disposal.

b US lkpurment of Energy, with La Alurtw Nttbd ldmrmory Progrem
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Frequency (MHz)

Energy (McV)

Synchronous phase (deg)

Radial aperture (cm)

Beam current (mA)

Ungth (m)

Peak surface field @fV/m)

Table I

APT Linac Parameters

I?FO DTJ~

350 350

0.1 [0 2.5 2.5 to 20

-90 to -37 -40

0.4 to 0.3 0.8

140 to 128 125

3.4 11,.3

33 22

Accc!erating gradient (MV/m)

CoppeTpower (MW)

Beam POWCX m

Total power (MW)

Beam loading

Number of Mysmns

Acccleradng structure

Tmns. ernittance (n mm-mrad)

Long. emitta.nce (106 cV-see)

0.4 (x2)

0.3 (x2)

0.7 (x2)

0.43

1 (x2)

4-vane

0.20 to (’.23

0.0 to f.4

1.: to 3.1

I J (x2)

2,2 (x2)

3.5 (x2)

0.56

5 (x2)

2f31

0.27 to 0.58

1.6 to 3.0

c~L

700

20 to 1600

-60 to -40

1,4 to 3.5

250
?~3

7.2

1.0 (lattice avg)

115

395

510

0.78

470

Side-coupled

0.61 to 0.68

3.0 ?0 4.4
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Fig. 2. 1.&C%Vbeam distributions from APT Iinac simulation.
Calculation includes matching em a[ entrance to DTL.
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